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Abstract

Deep learning has emerged as a promising paradigm to give access to highly accurate predictions
of molecular and materials properties. A common short-coming shared by current approaches,
however, is that neural networks only give point estimates of their predictions and do not come with
predictive uncertainties associated with these estimates. Existing uncertainty quantification efforts
have primarily leveraged the standard deviation of predictions across an ensemble of independently
trained neural networks. This incurs a large computational overhead in both training and prediction
that often results in order-of-magnitude more expensive predictions. Here, we propose a method
to estimate the predictive uncertainty based on a single neural network without the need for an
ensemble. This allows us to obtain uncertainty estimates with virtually no additional computational
overhead over standard training and inference. We demonstrate that the quality of the uncertainty
estimates matches those obtained from deep ensembles. We further examine the uncertainty
estimates of our methods and deep ensembles across the configuration space of our test system
and compare the uncertainties to the potential energy surface. Finally, we study the efficacy of the
method in an active learning setting and find the results to match an ensemble-based strategy at
order-of-magnitude reduced computational cost.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the construction of high-
dimensional potential energy surfaces (PES) based on
machine learning (ML) has become a promising avenue
to enable linear-scaling and computationally efficient
molecular simulations that retain the quantum chemical
accuracy of their training data [1–23]. A large variety
of methods have been proposed to regress energies and
forces obtained from ab-initio calculation as a function
of atomic positions and chemical species, including
kernel-based approaches [4, 8, 20], linear models [5, 6],
and neural networks (NNs) [3, 7, 12–14]. Among
these, deep NNs in particular have shown remarkable
accuracy and fast progress in their predictive accuracy
[13, 14, 24–26]. The high accuracy of NN-based
approaches, however, comes at a cost: common to
all existing neural approaches is that they provide
only point estimates of their predictions instead of
the full predictive distribution. This differs from
Bayesian methods such as Gaussian Processes, which
inherently come with a measure of predictive uncertainty.
Uncertainties have been shown to be of tremendous
value in ML-driven molecular simulations [17, 18, 20,
21, 27]. In particular, uncertainties have been used to
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bootstrap simulations without the need for a training
set via an active learning loop [20]. In such an
approach, the model’s uncertainty is assessed at every
integration step: if the uncertainty is low, the model’s
predictions are used. If instead the uncertainty exceeds
a certain threshold, high-accuracy quantum mechanical
calculations such as density functional theory (DFT) are
invoked, the new data point is added to the data set,
and the model is re-trained. Provided the uncertainty
measure used is of high fidelity, such an approach can
greatly enhance robustness, reliability, and ease-of-use
of ML-driven atomistic simulations. In this work, we
present a novel, computationally-inexpensive method to
obtain uncertainty measures in deep learning interatomic
potentials, evaluate its performance compared to existing
approaches, and demonstrate that it produces order-of-
magnitude faster uncertainty estimates.

Related Work

Given the high impact reliable uncertainty estimates
would have on the usefulness of NN-based machine
learning interatomic potentials (MLIPs), great effort has
gone into the development of techniques that enhance
the point estimate predictions of NNs with a measure
of predictive uncertainty [28–38]. The most widely used
approach among these is an ensemble of NNs all trained
on the same data that differ in their initial weights and
perhaps other training or model hyperparameters. The
mean of the predictions of all constituent networks is used
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as the ensemble’s prediction and the standard deviation
of the predictions is used as a measure of uncertainty.
Intuitively, if a structure seen at test time falls within
the input domain that the NNs are confident about,
their predictions should agree. In contrast, if a test
structure lies outside of the training distribution, the
networks’ predictions should differ, resulting in a higher
standard deviation. This method has been widely used
since the first generation of NN interatomic potentials
[28–30]. Systematic analysis and improvements are
desired in this direction, e.g., to avoid situations where
all models share the same bias not captured in the
training data or their functional form, resulting in models
sharing confident but erroneous predictions. Recent work
has explored the over-confidence of NN-based ensembles
and the correlation between the test set error with
the true predictive error [39]. While larger ensembles
can provide more statistics, the need to train and
evaluate all constituent networks (often N ≥ 10) incurs
significantly greater computational expenses, lowering
inference speed and limiting practical applications of
ensemble NN models for molecular dynamics or Monte
Carlo sampling calculations. To alleviate this effect, a
series of methods have been proposed [35, 36]. However,
these methods either still require multiple evaluations at
inference time (and thereby only improve training cost),
or have not been demonstrated to work in applications of
molecular dynamics, where force uncertainty is the key
objective.

METHODS

Ensembles of Neural Networks

We investigate uncertainty quantification in Neural
Equivariant Interatomic Potentials (NequIP), an E(3)-
equivariant neural network for learning interatomic
potentials that achieves state-of-the-art accuracy on a
challenging and diverse set of molecules and materials
at remarkable data efficiency in comparison to other
MLIPs [13]. To establish a baseline for our proposed
uncertainty quantification approach, we train two sets of
ensembles each consisting of ten NequIP neural networks:
a “traditional” ensemble consisting of networks differing
solely in their weight initialization and the order in
which mini-batches are sampled during training, and
a “diverse” ensemble consisting of three networks from
the traditional ensemble and seven additional networks
each with different hyperparameters (listed in SI table
II). To demonstrate the robustness of our methods and
conclusions to the width/capacity of the networks, we
train all networks with a hidden feature dimension of
f = 32 in one setting and f = 16 in another setting.

At run time, the force predictions of an ensemble,
denoted F̄ , are calculated as the mean of the predictions

of individual models in the ensemble, component-wise:

F̄ =
(
F̄x, F̄y, F̄z

)
(1)

where F̄α denotes the mean of the α-component of the
predicted forces of all constituent models. To evaluate
the model’s fidelity, we calculate the per-atom root mean
square error (RMSE), ε, of the ensemble’s predicted force
as

ε =

√
1

3

(
(F̄x − Fx)2 + (F̄y − Fy)2 + (F̄z − Fz)2

)
(2)

and the force RMSE, ε̄, over all N atoms in the test set
as

ε̄ =

√√√√ 1

3N

∑
α∈x,y,z

(
N∑
i=1

(F̄i,α − Fi,α)2

)
(3)

where F̄i,α and Fi,α denote the predicted and true α-
component of the force on atom i, respectively.

To obtain an uncertainty estimate, we calculate
the standard deviation of a predicted force, σ, over
the constituent networks. Because we are primarily
interested in predictive uncertainties for molecular
dynamics simulations, we investigate the uncertainty in
the force components as opposed to the energies, since
the forces determine the dynamics of the system. We thus
calculate σ as the square root of the mean of component-
wise variances of the predicted forces:

σ =

√√√√√ 1

3J

∑
α∈x,y,z

∑
j

(
F̂j,α − F̄α

)2

 (4)

where J is the number of constituent models (we use
J = 10) and F̂j,α denotes the α-component of network
j’s predicted force.

Gaussian Mixture Model

The aim of this work is to understand whether
Gaussian mixture models (GMM), trained on a network’s
learned features, may provide a faster and more
memory-efficent approach to uncertainty quantification
in MLIPs. A GMM is a probabilistic model used in
many applications – including speaker verification [40],
language identification [41], and computer vision [42]
– due to its ability to represent a large class of data
distributions [43], which motivates us to investigate
its capability of modeling a NequIP network’s learned
features. A GMM models a data distribution as a
weighted sum of M Gaussians,

p(x|θ) =

M∑
m=1

wmN (x|µm,Σm), (5)
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where x is a D-dimensional, continuous-valued vector,
wm is the weight of the mth Gaussian with the constraint∑M
m=1 wm = 1, and N (x|µm,Σm) are the D-variate

Gaussian densities,

N (x|µm,Σm) =
1

(2π)D/2|Σm|1/2
e−

1
2 (x−µm)T Σ−1

m (x−µm),

(6)
with D-dimensional mean vector µm ∈ RD and D ×D-
dimensional covariance matrix Σm [43]. The parameters
of the complete GMM are collected into θ:

θ = {wm, µm,Σm}, m ∈ [1,M ]. (7)

To construct the GMM, we first train and evaluate
a NequIP model on the training set to access the per-
atom final scalar features extracted from immediately
before the linear projection down into the per-atom
energy prediction. These final features are half the
respective latent feature widths f = 16 (x ∈ R8) and
f = 32 (x ∈ R16) used in our experiments. We then
fit a GMM to model the distribution of these feature
vectors as evaluated on the training set, denoted X, using
the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm with each
initial µm determined by k-means clustering [43, 44]. We
fit the GMM using a full covariance matrix for each
Gaussian, meaning that each Σm is full rank and not
shared between Gaussians [43]. We select the number
of Gaussians using the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC). To then estimate the uncertainty of a trained
NequIP model on a test data point, we run a forward pass
through NequIP to extract the final layer features for the
atoms of that test structure. Subsequently, we evaluate
the fitted GMM on the feature vector for each test atom
x, obtaining a negative log-likelihood NLL(x|X):

NLL(x|X) = − log

(
M∑
m=1

wmN (x|µm,Σm)

)
. (8)

A higher NLL(x|X) indicates higher uncertainty. Since
the GMM is computationally light-weight, almost all
computational burden lies in the evaluation of the
NequIP features, which now occurs once instead of J
times in the ensembles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data set

We conduct our experiments on the 3-
(benzyloxy)pyridin-2-amine (3BPA) transferability
benchmark [23]. 3BPA (figure 1) is a flexible drug-like
molecule whose configurational diversity, which is largely
determined by the three dihedral angles α, β, and γ and
is explored more fully at higher temperatures, making it
a challenging test case for MLIPs.

FIG. 1: 3D model of the 3BPA molecule with atomic
indices and α, β, and γ dihedral angles depicted.

In a first setting, we use three data sets of 3BPA
structures sampled at three temperatures: 300K, 600K,
and 1200K. We train on structures sampled at 300K
(once with 50 structures, D300

train,50, once with 100

structures, D300
train,100). We set aside a pool of additional

training data at 300K to select from (D300
pool). Finally, we

have three test sets of structures at each temperature, i.e.
D300

test, D
600
test, and D1200

test , along with three additional data
sets (Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦), each consisting
of structures with a fixed β dihedral angle and uniformly
sampled α and γ angles.

In a second setting, we combine all data from the
three temperatures and similarly split the combined data
into training sets (of size 50, Dmixed

train,50, and size 100,

Dmixed
train,100), a pool of additional training data to sample

from (Dmixed
pool ), and a test set (Dmixed

test ).

Uncertainty Quantification

In figure 2, we plot the uncertainty estimates of the
ensembles and the GMM against the measured per-atom
RMSE ε for models with hidden feature dimension f =
32, trained on D300

train,100 and evaluated on D1200
test . Plots

for the evaluations on D300
test and D600

test and for the mixed-
temperature setting show similar results (SI figure 9).
Likewise, plots for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 16 and models trained on D300

train,50 and Dmixed
train,50

generally demonstrate the same results (SI figures 6, 7,
8).

We observe in figure 2 that the traditional ensemble
achieves the lowest ε̄ while the single model used for
fitting the GMM has the highest ε̄. This result is
expected as the average ensemble prediction has been
observed to be more accurate than the prediction of a
single model [45]. The traditional ensemble generally
performs better than the diverse ensemble since the
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FIG. 2: Plots of the uncertainty metric (σ for the ensembles and NLL for the GMM) vs. ε for models with hidden
feature dimension f = 32, trained on D300

train,100 and evaluated on all atoms of all configurations in D1200
test . Each point

(εi, Ui) in a given plot represents the model’s force RMSE and predictive uncertainty, respectively, on a single atom
i. The color bar represents the number of points within each bin. The vertical dashed line in each plot marks the

average force RMSE ε̄ over all atoms (see Eq. 3).

diverse ensemble contains simpler models on average.
The distribution of σ in the diverse ensemble is generally
shifted towards higher values than the traditional
ensemble, likely due to the differences in network
architecture resulting in more diverse predictions. As
expected, SI figure 9 shows that the distribution of ε
shifts towards higher errors as the temperature of the
test set increases from 300K to 1200K. More notably,
the distribution of σ of all methods shifts towards
larger positive values with increasing temperature,
demonstrating the ability of all methods to detect
high-energy, out-of-distribution configurations. Overall,
we observe a modest correlation between the uncertainty
metric and ε for each of the approaches, with the
GMM’s correlation similar to those of the ensembles.
Most importantly, a GMM evaluated on a single network
has similar predictive power of the uncertainty as an
ensemble of ten networks, providing a way to reduce the
computational cost of uncertainty quantification by an
order of magnitude while maintaining the state-of-the-
art performance of ensemble-based uncertainties.

To further quantify the quality of these uncertainty
metrics, we establish certain criteria that a good
uncertainty metric should meet. Since uncertainty
estimates are often used to identify high-error structures
for which to invoke first principles calculations, we
set some uncertainty cutoff Ucutoff for capturing such
structures. In particular, we classify all configurations
with uncertainty U > Ucutoff as “high-error” and all
configurations with uncertainty U ≤ Ucutoff as “low
error.” A good uncertainty metric should simultaneously

classify a large proportion of configurations with ε >
εcutoff as high-error to avoid missing configurations
with high true ε while classifying a small proportion
of configurations with true ε ≤ εcutoff as high-
error configurations to avoid redundant calls to DFT
calculations. In other words, a good uncertainty metric
should achieve a high true positive rate (TPR) and a high
positive predictive value (PPV) [39]:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
(10)

where TP (true positives) is the number of configurations
with U > Ucutoff and ε > εcutoff , FN (false negatives)
is the number of configurations with U ≤ Ucutoff and
ε > εcutoff , and FP (false positives) is the number of
configurations with U > Ucutoff and ε ≤ εcutoff . Thus,
to quantify the quality of each method’s uncertainty
estimates, we calculate their TPR and PPV (as done in
[39]) for a range of Ucutoff and εcutoff .

Figure 3 shows the TPR and PPV of the uncertainty
metrics for ranges of Ucutoff and εcutoff on all atoms in
D1200

test , along with the product of the TPR and PPV
(TPR× PPV). In each plot, εcutoff ranges from 0
to the 99th percentile of the ε’s of the corresponding
method on all atoms, and Ucutoff ranges from the 1st to
99th percentile of that method’s uncertainty estimates.
Ranges are chosen to minimize the impacts of outliers on
the TPR and PPV. SI figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 show
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FIG. 3: TPR and PPV profiles of uncertainty estimates on all atoms in D1200
test .

plots for the other test sets, training sets, and model
hyperparameters.

We observe that for a given εcutoff in all approaches,
lowering Ucutoff captures more high true-error points but
incurs more false positives, evidenced by an increase in
the TPR but a decrease in the PPV. The GMM achieves
TPR ≈ 1 for slightly smaller but comparable ranges of
Ucutoff and εcutoff compared to both ensemble types. All
approaches achieve PPV ≈ 1 for similar ranges of Ucutoff

and εcutoff , with the GMM’s PPV decaying slightly more
slowly than that of the ensembles as εcutoff increases
and Ucutoff decreases. Notably, the similarity in the
TPR and PPV profiles between the two ensemble types
indicates that diversifying an ensemble increases σ for
each data point but does not necessarily improve the
quality of the uncertainty estimate. Overall, we conclude
that for all methods, it is difficult to simultaneously
achieve TPR ≈ 1 and PPV ≈ 1 unless we set a Ucutoff

around the 30th percentile of all uncertainty estimates
of a given method, marking a majority of configurations
for recalculation with DFT. Most importantly, the GMM
produces uncertainty estimates comparable in quality to

both ensemble types at a much lower computational cost.

Uncertainty Landscapes

To further investigate the similarity between the
uncertainty metrics obtained by the ensembles and the
GMM, we create “uncertainty landscapes” in which we
plot the uncertainty of each method for configurations
of fixed β and varying α and γ, similar to a potential
energy landscape. We evaluate the ensembles and a single
NequIP model on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ and
obtain force uncertainties per atom per configuration as
usual. For the ensembles, we define a single aggregate
uncertainty value for a molecular structure as the square
root of the sum of all 27 atomic force variances. For
the GMM, we sum all 27 atomic force NLL’s for each
structure to obtain a single uncertainty value. Lastly,
we normalize these aggregate molecular uncertainties
for each method to be between 0 and 1 for a clearer
comparison. For example, if the uncertainty over all
configurations ranges from Ulow to Uhigh for a particular
method, a configuration with uncertainty U would have
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FIG. 4: Top row: Uncertainty landscape of the GMM and ensembles for Dβ=120◦ . Color scale represents normalized
summed force uncertainty over all atoms in a configuration. Bottom row: Potential energy surface (PES) landscape
of the GMM, ensembles, and reference DFT calculations for Dβ=120◦ . Color scale represents energy relative to the

minimum energy over all configurations in units of meV, with yellow indicating higher energy. Purple space at
α ≈ 240◦, γ ≈ 160◦ indicates missing data.

a normalized uncertainty of

U − Ulow

Uhigh − Ulow
. (11)

The top row of figure 4 shows the uncertainty
landscape of the GMM and both ensemble types with
models with f = 32 trained on D300

train,100 and evaluated
on Dβ=120◦ (SI figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 show results for
the Dβ=150◦ and Dβ=180◦ test sets, models with f = 16,
and models trained on D300

train,50). All three uncertainty
landscapes are very similar in that they generally label
the same configurations with relatively high uncertainty.
For example, all methods label configurations with α ≤
60◦, α ≈ 180◦, and (α ≈ 240◦, γ ≈ 10◦) with high relative
uncertainty. Moreover, the uncertainty landscapes of all
methods closely resemble their corresponding potential
energy landscapes and the reference DFT potential
energy landscape (bottom row of figure 4) [23]. These
similarities further demonstrate that a single NequIP
model and GMM evaluation can achieve uncertainty
estimates comparable to those of an ensemble at greatly
reduced computational cost.

Active Learning

Active learning is a procedure in which a model
explores a data distribution and iteratively chooses new
data to label and add to its training set to augment it
with maximally informative samples. Crucially, in such
a setting, one requires a method to decide which data
points to label. Using uncertainty estimates from the
GMM and the ensembles, we conduct experiments in
which we select new data from a set of hold-out examples
based on the model’s estimated uncertainty on those
data points. This uncertainty-based selection should
ideally result in a training set that improves the model’s
generalization error more than by adding an identical
number of randomly chosen data points.

To measure the effectiveness of the different
uncertainty estimates, we perform one round of
this active learning task (which we will refer to as
“active learning”) using a single model with GMM
uncertainties and compare the results to active learning
with uncertainties from both ensemble types. We
evaluate a trained ensemble or single NequIP model
on a pool of additional training data, obtaining an
uncertainty Uk = σk for each atom k in each molecular
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FIG. 5: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on Dβ=120◦ for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16
and trained on D300

train,50. Vertical dashed line in each plot marks the 200 meV/Å cutoff for determining the RMSE of
outliers.

structure. Let k∗ be the atom within a 3BPA molecule
with the highest uncertainty, i.e.:

k∗ = arg max
k
{Uk}. (12)

We select the Ntrain structures with the highest Uk∗ to
add the original training set of size Ntrain, creating a
new training set Dtrain,active. We also randomly select
Ntrain to add to the original training set, creating another
training set Dtrain,random. We re-train all models with the
same parameters from scratch on each of these two new
training sets and evaluate them on various test sets. For
further details, see Active Learning section in the SI.

Assuming that atoms with the highest ε (i.e.,
outliers) are labeled with the highest uncertainties, we
ideally expect our active learning procedure to improve
generalization error on those atoms the most. Thus, to
compare the effectiveness of active learning based on the
three uncertainty metrics, we consider not only ε̄ (Eq. 3)
over all atoms in a test set, but also the distribution of ε,
the average force RMSE of all ε above 200 meV/Å (ε̄200),
and the maximum force RMSE (εmax) between the three
approaches.

Figure 5 shows the results of evaluating the ensembles
and single NequIP model on Dβ=120◦ after one round of
active learning, with all models having hidden feature
dimension f = 16, initially trained on D300

train,50, and with

new data sampled from D300
pool. We observe that active

learning improves ε̄ on Dβ=120◦ by around 10 meV/Å
for the three methods, compared to the random selection
baseline. The improvement is even greater on Dβ=150◦

and Dβ=180◦ , reaching nearly 30 meV/Å on Dβ=180◦

using the GMM (SI figure 18).
Additionally, we observe that active learning reduces

ε̄200 and εmax by a much larger amount compared to the
reduction in ε̄, reflected by the presence of fewer high-
error data points in the distribution of ε resulting from
active learning. On Dβ=150◦ and Dβ=180◦ , ε̄200 is even
reduced by over 100 meV/Å with active learning, as seen
in SI figure 18. Table I summarizes the absolute and
percentage improvements of active learning over random
sampling for all three methods on these performance
metrics on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ . From
these results, we conclude that the improvement in ε̄ is
significant for all methods, and in particular, using GMM
uncertainties for active learning yields improvements on
overall error and outlier generalization error comparable
to those achieved with ensemble-based active learning at
a significantly lower computational cost.

We note that assessing the effectiveness of uncertainty
quantification and active learning approaches requires
configurations of sufficiently high rarity. This ensures
that the model is not already fully trained to accurately
predict all points in the test set. For instance, active
learning achieved minimal improvement over random
sampling for all methods when testing on D300

test, D
600
test,

D1200
test , and Dmixed

test (SI figures 22, 23, 24, 25). D300
test

and Dmixed
test contain structures from the same distribution

as their respective training sets, rendering them
“easier” test sets that the model marginally improves
on with additional training data. Similarly, while
D600

test and D1200
test contain more high-energy structures

than D300
train,50 and D300

train,100, their distributions still
overlap significantly because structures are Boltzmann-
sampled at each temperature. In comparison, Dβ=120◦ ,
Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ contain structures spanning a
much wider range of α and γ angles for a fixed β
[23]. Furthermore, compared to active learning with
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Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

Dβ=120◦

ε̄ 9.2 10.2 9.3 17.0 22.1 20.0
ε̄200 21.9 -13.4 16.1 7.5 -5.1 5.9
εmax 148.2 184.9 172.8 19.0 23.9 24.3

Dβ=150◦

ε̄ 15.6 9.5 7.8 26.0 25.5 17.9
ε̄200 118.8 41.6 90.0 28.6 14.0 26.0
εmax 290.8 114.1 232.1 40.9 41.9 41.9

Dβ=180◦

ε̄ 29.6 15.2 23.4 39.9 32.1 39.0
ε̄200 140.4 70.3 134.6 27.5 18.5 30.2
εmax 451.9 169.0 537.4 44.3 27.3 54.9

TABLE I: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16 and initially trained

on D300
train,50).

models initially trained on D300
train,50, active learning

with models initially trained on D300
train,100 generally

achieves smaller improvement over random sampling (SI
figures 20, 21). In summary, we emphasize that for
developing and benchmarking uncertainty quantification
and active learning approaches, one must establish that
active learning methods are justified and statistically
distinguishable in performance from random sampling.

CONCLUSION

Algorithmic advances in fast and accurate uncertainty
quantification for deep neural network interatomic
potentials are needed to enable robust large-scale
uncertainty-aware simulations. While an efficient
method that can give access to predictive uncertainties
in deep learning interatomic potentials has been a long-
standing goal, so far it has not been achieved and
current methods still rely on leveraging an ensemble
of networks, thereby incurring a massive computational
overhead. Here—by training a probabilistic model
on the feature space of the neural network—we show
that it is possible to retain the accuracy of ensemble
uncertainty estimates with a single neural network
evaluation, resulting in large computational savings in
training and inference. In particular, we show that
a Gaussian Mixture Model trained on NequIP features
produces uncertainty estimates of similar quality to deep
ensembles while requiring only a single model evaluation,
resulting in a significant reduction of computational
cost in both training and inference. While we find
that the GMM models are competitive with ensembles,
which are currently the state of the art methodology,
significant improvement is desired for reliable predictions
of quantitative uncertainties in both types of approaches.
One future direction is to compare the methods explored
here with rigorous Bayesian inference techniques, both in
neural network and kernel-based learning models.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data set of structures for the 3BPA molecule is
publicly available at https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/
10.1021/acs.jctc.1c00647

CODE AVAILABILITY

An open-source software implementation of NequIP is
available at https://github.com/mir-group/nequip.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Training details

All experiments were run
with version 0.5.4, git commit
9bd9e3027b8756ea2ab2d50d0b8396694962d2a5.
Additionally, we used the e3nn code under version
0.4.4 [46], as well as PyTorch [47] using version 1.10.0.
NequIP models were trained in single-GPU training on
a NVIDIA V100 GPU. We train one set of models on
D300

train,100 and further split into 90 for training and 10 for

validation. We train another set of models on D300
train,50,

a subset of D300
train,100, split into 40 for training and 10 for

validation. We repeat these trainings using training data
sampled from a mixed-temperature data set (consisting
of structures at 300K, 600K, and 1200K). We did not
sample different training sets or different train/val splits
for different ensembles members. The ensemble members
have different weight initializations based on a random
seed as well as a different random sampling of batches,
i.e. a different order in which training points are seen
over the course of training. Models were trained with
float64 precision.

In the active learning experiments, models were
trained with the same parameters as above, including
the same validation set. The new training set consisted
of the 90 structures from the original training set and
100 additional structures sampled from training pool
sets for settings in which the new training set has 200
structures; in settings in which the new training set
has 100 structures, the new training set consisted of 40
structures from the original training set and 50 additional
structures.

Traditional Ensembles

The traditional ensemble consists of networks with
6 layers, `max = 2, 32 hidden features of both even
and odd parity (f = 32), a radial network with 3
layers of 64 neurons each and SiLU nonlinearities, a
radial cutoff of 5 Å , a trainable Bessel basis using 8
basis functions, and the previously discussed polynomial
envelope function using p = 2 [12, 13]. We train
a second traditional ensemble consisting of networks

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5785497
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with all of the previous parameters except with 16
hidden features of both even and odd parity (f = 16).
Networks in the traditional ensembles differ only by
weight initialization and batch sampling sequence. We
use gated equivariant nonlinearities as outlined in [13].
We use the Adam optimizers with the AMSGrad variant
[48–50] as implemented in PyTorch [47], with default
parameters of β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8

without weight decay. We use a batch size of 5, a learning
rate of 0.01, as well as a joint loss function using both
energies and forces. In particular, we use a per-atom
MSE term, in which both the energy and force weights
are set to 1:

L =
λE
B

B∑
b

(
Êb − Eb
N

)2

+
λF

3BN

BN∑
i=1

3∑
α=1

‖− ∂Ê

∂ri,α
−Fi,α‖2

(13)
We multiply the learning rate by 0.5 whenever no

improvement in the validation loss was measured for
50 epochs. Further, we make use of an exponential
moving average of the weights used for validation and
testing with a weight of 0.99. We stop the training
when the first of the following conditions is reached:
a) a maximum training time of 5 days, b) maximum
number of epochs of 100,000, c) no improvement in the
validation loss for 1,000 epochs, d) the learning rate
dropped lower than 1e-6. We make use of the previously
reported [13, 14] per-atom shift µZi

which we set to the
average per-atom potential energy computed over all
training frames and a per-atom scale σZi

which we set
to the root-mean-square of the components of the forces
over the training set.

Diverse Ensembles

The diverse ensemble consist of 10 networks with
identical parameters and training details as the
traditional ensemble members described above, differing
only in the parameters outlined in table II (and similarly,
we train one diverse ensemble with f = 32 and a second
with f = 16). We vary a combination of `max, the
number of message passing layers, and seed (affecting
both weight initialization and order in which batches are
seen during training).

Active Learning

To perform active learning with ensembles of models
trained onD300

train,100, we evaluate each ensemble onD300
pool,

obtaining a force uncertainty Uk = σk for each atom
k in each configuration. To perform active learning
with a single NequIP model and the GMM uncertainties,

we evaluate a NequIP model trained on D300
train,100 on

D300
pool and subsequently evaluate the fitted GMM on

the predicted feature vectors of each atom k in D300
pool,

obtaining uncertainties Uk = NLLk. As stated in the
main text, let k∗ be the atom within a 3BPA structure
with the highest uncertainty, i.e.:

k∗ = arg max
k∈[1,K]

{Uk}. (14)

Of all structures in D300
pool, we select the 100 structures

with the highest Uk∗ to add to D300
train,100, creating a

new training set D300
a,200 of size 200. For comparison, we

also select 100 structures uniformly at random, without
replacement, from D300

pool to add to D300
train,100, creating

another new training set D300
r,200 of size 200 (we refer

to this process as “random sampling”). We re-train
all models with the same parameters from scratch on
each of these two new training sets and evaluate them
on the following test sets: D300

test, D
600
test, D

1200
test , Dβ=120◦ ,

Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ .
We repeat this active learning procedure for models

trained on Dmixed
train,100 using the Dmixed

pool for structure

exploration and Dmixed
test for testing. We also repeat this

entire procedure for models with f = 16 trained on
D300

train,100 and Dmixed
train,100. Finally, we repeat the active

learning procedure with the models trained on D300
train,50

and Dmixed
train,50, with the adjustment that we select only

50 structures to add to the training sets (i.e., we create
D300

a,100 of size 100 by adding the 50 structures from D300
pool

with the highest Uk∗ to D300
train,50, and we create D300

r,100 of
size 100 by adding 50 randomly sampled structures from
D300

pool to D300
train,50).
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Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers 300K, E 300K, F 600K, E 600K, F 1200K, E 1200K, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 300K 2 6 24.5 66.4 52.4 125.3 206.3 308.8
27617 300K 2 6 22.3 69.7 53.5 130.1 206.0 311.8
34567 300K 2 6 21.1 65.3 54.0 129.8 207.1 323.1
45678 300K 2 6 25.0 70.0 55.5 122.9 184.3 286.0
56789 300K 2 6 23.6 68.3 61.6 137.2 275.4 360.0
78901 300K 2 6 22.2 66.4 52.5 124.4 190.1 293.2
87654 300K 2 6 20.6 58.1 44.5 108.1 153.8 251.5
89012 300K 2 6 21.6 63.7 57.9 127.3 228.1 328.2
90123 300K 2 6 23.1 67.2 53.2 126.2 203.8 309.5
98765 300K 2 6 21.1 64.9 53.7 129.5 237.7 327.3

Diverse Ensemble

27617 300K 0 6 77.2 143.1 179.1 233.4 406.5 444.5
27617 300K 1 2 110.8 98.5 135.0 169.3 231.3 326.3
27617 300K 1 4 34.5 82.4 71.2 148.6 209.7 319.8
27617 300K 1 6 52.2 98.8 94.2 171.4 292.5 373.7
27617 300K 2 2 37.9 77.9 67.2 135.0 165.5 277.2
27617 300K 2 4 20.0 58.1 45.2 104.3 123.2 241.3
23456 300K 2 6 24.5 66.4 52.4 125.3 206.3 308.8
27617 300K 2 6 22.3 69.7 53.5 130.1 206.0 311.8
34567 300K 2 6 21.1 65.3 54.0 129.8 207.1 323.1
27617 300K 3 6 19.0 58.1 45.0 111.2 174.5 283.9

Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers Mixed-T, E Mixed-T, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 Mixed-T 2 6 67.6 130.2
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 67.4 136.0
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 65.9 130.5
45678 Mixed-T 2 6 79.5 143.1
56789 Mixed-T 2 6 65.3 133.2
78901 Mixed-T 2 6 66.9 137.7
87654 Mixed-T 2 6 66.8 134.1
89012 Mixed-T 2 6 69.9 132.1
90123 Mixed-T 2 6 71.2 138.9
98765 Mixed-T 2 6 68.6 135.2

Diverse Ensemble

27617 Mixed-T 0 6 269.2 290.6
27617 Mixed-T 1 2 162.8 220.1
27617 Mixed-T 1 4 111.7 189.7
27617 Mixed-T 1 6 104.2 190.8
27617 Mixed-T 2 2 122.3 169.7
27617 Mixed-T 2 4 70.2 137.0
23456 Mixed-T 2 6 67.6 130.2
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 67.4 136.0
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 65.9 130.5
27617 Mixed-T 3 6 72.0 130.2

TABLE II: Configuration of the ensembles together with test errors for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 16 trained on N = 50 structures at T=300K and Mixed-T, measured via the RMSE of energies and forces in

units of [meV] and [meV/Å], respectively.
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Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers 300K, E 300K, F 600K, E 600K, F 1200K, E 1200K, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 300K 2 6 21.6 58.4 50.0 111.1 186.0 269.9
27617 300K 2 6 18.0 53.8 43.5 101.4 155.8 239.6
34567 300K 2 6 20.1 56.9 45.8 102.1 147.1 226.0
45678 300K 2 6 19.8 56.5 47.6 104.4 157.1 238.2
56789 300K 2 6 17.6 56.6 43.5 103.7 156.5 240.8
78901 300K 2 6 17.4 55.3 43.8 102.4 139.3 238.8
87654 300K 2 6 18.3 57.3 49.1 112.5 197.8 273.6
89012 300K 2 6 18.8 54.9 47.9 102.4 153.7 239.1
90123 300K 2 6 17.8 57.5 49.2 109.4 159.5 255.1
98765 300K 2 6 22.2 63.6 50.4 117.2 165.0 268.7

Diverse Ensemble

27617 300K 0 6 70.9 140.0 161.7 224.6 427.0 420.8
27617 300K 1 2 72.4 107.5 157.7 169.3 238.0 307.4
27617 300K 1 4 42.4 76.0 59.9 134.3 189.8 305.2
27617 300K 1 6 41.5 88.6 81.5 154.6 274.1 334.1
27617 300K 2 2 33.9 71.2 67.8 122.9 154.5 247.6
27617 300K 2 4 18.1 49.6 36.4 87.7 90.5 177.7
23456 300K 2 6 21.6 58.4 50.0 111.1 186.0 269.9
27617 300K 2 6 18.0 53.8 43.5 101.4 155.8 239.6
34567 300K 2 6 20.1 56.9 45.8 102.1 147.1 226.0
27617 300K 3 6 18.2 42.7 45.0 94.0 155.2 213.1

Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers Mixed-T, E Mixed-T, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 Mixed-T 2 6 65.5 126.4
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 60.4 115.4
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 66.2 121.9
45678 Mixed-T 2 6 56.1 114.1
56789 Mixed-T 2 6 59.8 120.2
78901 Mixed-T 2 6 64.8 119.9
87654 Mixed-T 2 6 68.7 130.4
89012 Mixed-T 2 6 59.0 118.4
90123 Mixed-T 2 6 61.5 122.9
98765 Mixed-T 2 6 68.2 129.7

Diverse Ensemble

27617 Mixed-T 0 6 269.2 273.5
27617 Mixed-T 1 2 167.9 204.5
27617 Mixed-T 1 4 110.6 170.9
27617 Mixed-T 1 6 107.5 179.5
27617 Mixed-T 2 2 104.7 161.5
27617 Mixed-T 2 4 58.0 110.9
23456 Mixed-T 2 6 65.5 126.4
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 60.4 115.4
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 66.2 121.9
27617 Mixed-T 3 6 59.6 104.6

TABLE III: Configuration of the ensembles together with test errors for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 32 trained on N = 50 structures at T=300K and Mixed-T, measured via the RMSE of energies and forces in

units of [meV] and [meV/Å], respectively.
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Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers 300K, E 300K, F 600K, E 600K, F 1200K, E 1200K, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 300K 2 6 12.6 36.2 28.5 71.3 87.6 171.8
27617 300K 2 6 14.0 39.2 32.3 83.0 115.2 218.6
34567 300K 2 6 11.9 37.8 35.4 81.7 118.2 213.7
45678 300K 2 6 13.3 38.5 30.4 76.8 93.5 190.3
56789 300K 2 6 10.5 35.0 30.8 76.5 126.5 205.0
78901 300K 2 6 15.3 42.9 33.8 86.6 190.1 219.8
87654 300K 2 6 13.1 37.4 31.3 74.5 96.4 182.3
89012 300K 2 6 14.7 38.7 34.0 79.5 110.7 200.6
90123 300K 2 6 11.7 40.4 32.9 83.5 129.1 220.2
98765 300K 2 6 11.1 37.1 33.9 79.6 129.1 213.1

Diverse Ensemble

27617 300K 0 6 71.9 104.0 127.8 181.5 258.7 354.9
27617 300K 1 2 59.2 71.5 81.2 125.7 171.9 255.8
27617 300K 1 4 28.4 56.2 45.7 105.5 114.2 235.2
27617 300K 1 6 30.8 58.6 55.3 112.7 179.8 268.1
27617 300K 2 2 32.7 59.5 58.2 106.4 135.6 223.3
27617 300K 2 4 18.9 42.6 35.8 83.8 111.0 209.8
23456 300K 2 6 12.6 36.2 28.5 71.3 87.6 171.8
27617 300K 2 6 14.0 39.2 32.3 83.0 115.2 218.6
34567 300K 2 6 11.9 37.8 35.4 81.7 118.2 213.7
27617 300K 3 6 13.6 37.3 32.7 80.8 90.5 157.1

Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers Mixed-T, E Mixed-T, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 Mixed-T 2 6 42.9 86.8
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 41.0 97.0
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 39.0 94.4
45678 Mixed-T 2 6 48.5 95.9
56789 Mixed-T 2 6 40.6 93.0
78901 Mixed-T 2 6 47.9 105.0
87654 Mixed-T 2 6 39.0 88.9
89012 Mixed-T 2 6 43.0 91.3
90123 Mixed-T 2 6 47.8 97.1
98765 Mixed-T 2 6 37.7 90.9

Diverse Ensemble

27617 Mixed-T 0 6 224.5 228.7
27617 Mixed-T 1 2 137.8 172.0
27617 Mixed-T 1 4 94.5 146.6
27617 Mixed-T 1 6 73.7 142.4
27617 Mixed-T 2 2 87.7 130.9
27617 Mixed-T 2 4 45.7 94.5
23456 Mixed-T 2 6 42.9 86.8
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 41.0 97.0
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 39.0 94.4
27617 Mixed-T 3 6 42.9 89.2

TABLE IV: Configuration of the ensembles together with test errors for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 16 trained on N = 100 structures at T=300K and Mixed-T, measured via the RMSE of energies and forces in

units of [meV] and [meV/Å], respectively.
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Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers 300K, E 300K, F 600K, E 600K, F 1200K, E 1200K, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 300K 2 6 12.9 37.2 31.3 74.8 106.0 189.3
27617 300K 2 6 10.9 35.4 27.4 71.6 90.2 176.0
34567 300K 2 6 10.5 34.8 21.1 69.0 77.9 157.0
45678 300K 2 6 9.6 33.9 25.4 67.3 77.2 158.8
56789 300K 2 6 9.6 33.6 28.5 68.1 87.8 167.4
78901 300K 2 6 10.9 35.0 27.7 68.4 70.0 155.7
87654 300K 2 6 10.6 34.9 27.8 72.2 102.5 179.8
89012 300K 2 6 12.2 34.5 31.6 68.4 88.3 165.5
90123 300K 2 6 9.6 34.3 29.4 71.3 97.7 177.6
98765 300K 2 6 10.4 36.0 28.2 75.2 98.0 189.9

Diverse Ensemble

27617 300K 0 6 49.6 99.0 105.9 175.1 216.1 343.4
27617 300K 1 2 38.3 62.8 68.6 115.2 146.1 244.3
27617 300K 1 4 27.6 51.3 44.4 96.1 137.6 225.7
27617 300K 1 6 25.2 55.1 48.2 104.9 161.3 247.9
27617 300K 2 2 29.6 53.2 55.1 97.0 126.0 206.2
27617 300K 2 4 12.7 33.9 26.5 63.4 65.1 138.1
23456 300K 2 6 12.9 37.2 31.3 74.8 106.0 189.3
27617 300K 2 6 10.9 35.4 27.4 71.6 90.2 176.0
34567 300K 2 6 10.5 34.8 21.1 69.0 77.9 157.0
27617 300K 3 6 11.1 31.6 28.9 64.2 90.5 157.1

Seed Ttrain `max Number of layers Mixed-T, E Mixed-T, F

Traditional Ensemble

23456 Mixed-T 2 6 36.9 86.5
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 36.8 80.1
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 36.7 82.6
45678 Mixed-T 2 6 37.6 82.3
56789 Mixed-T 2 6 36.4 82.2
78901 Mixed-T 2 6 36.3 83.4
87654 Mixed-T 2 6 39.6 85.3
89012 Mixed-T 2 6 34.6 79.1
90123 Mixed-T 2 6 36.7 83.7
98765 Mixed-T 2 6 42.4 90.0

Diverse Ensemble

27617 Mixed-T 0 6 235.4 223.2
27617 Mixed-T 1 2 124.5 161.1
27617 Mixed-T 1 4 69.7 126.0
27617 Mixed-T 1 6 78.4 132.2
27617 Mixed-T 2 2 80.7 122.5
27617 Mixed-T 2 4 40.2 83.3
23456 Mixed-T 2 6 36.9 86.5
27617 Mixed-T 2 6 36.8 80.1
34567 Mixed-T 2 6 36.7 82.6
27617 Mixed-T 3 6 38.9 77.0

TABLE V: Configuration of the ensembles together with test errors for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 32 trained on N = 100 structures at T=300K and Mixed-T, measured via the RMSE of energies and forces in

units of [meV] and [meV/Å], respectively.
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FIG. 6: Uncertainty vs. ε for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16 and trained on D300
train,50 for the

single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for the mixed-temperature test set.
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FIG. 7: Uncertainty vs. ε for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32 and trained on D300
train,50 for the

single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for the mixed-temperature test set.
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FIG. 8: Uncertainty vs. ε for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16 and trained on D300
train,100 for the

single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for the mixed-temperature test set.
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FIG. 9: Uncertainty vs. ε for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32 and trained on D300
train,100 for the

single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for the mixed-temperature test set. Third row of plots is presented in the

manuscript.
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FIG. 10: TPR and PPV profiles of uncertainty estimates on all atoms for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 16 and trained on D300

train,50 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for the mixed-temperature test set.
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FIG. 11: TPR and PPV profiles of uncertainty estimates on all atoms for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 32 and trained on D300

train,50 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for the mixed-temperature test set.
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FIG. 12: TPR and PPV profiles of uncertainty estimates on all atoms for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 16 and trained on D300

train,100 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for the mixed-temperature test

set.
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FIG. 13: TPR and PPV profiles of uncertainty estimates on all atoms for models with hidden feature dimension
f = 32 and trained on D300

train,100 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for the mixed-temperature test

set. Plots for D1200
test are presented in the manuscript.
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FIG. 14: Uncertainty and PES landscapes for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16, trained on D300
train,50.
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FIG. 15: Uncertainty and PES landscapes for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32, trained on D300
train,50.
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FIG. 16: Uncertainty and PES landscapes for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16, trained on D300
train,100.
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FIG. 17: Uncertainty and PES landscapes for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32, trained on D300
train,100.

Plots for Dβ=120◦ are presented in the manuscript.
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FIG. 18: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ for models with f = 16,
trained on D300

train,50. Top row of plots is presented in the manuscript.
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FIG. 19: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ for models with f = 32,
trained on D300

train,50.
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FIG. 20: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ for models with f = 16,
trained on D300

train,100.
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FIG. 21: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ for models with f = 32,
trained on D300

train,100.
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FIG. 22: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on D300
test, D

600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test for models with f = 16,
trained on D300

train,50 for the single temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for Dmixed

test .
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FIG. 23: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on D300
test, D

600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test for models with f = 32,
trained on D300

train,50 for the single temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for Dmixed

test .
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FIG. 24: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on D300
test, D

600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test for models with f = 16,
trained on D300

train,100 for the single temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for Dmixed

test .
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FIG. 25: Distribution of ε of the GMM and ensembles on D300
test, D

600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test for models with f = 32,
trained on D300

train,100 for the single temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for Dmixed

test .
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Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

Dβ=120◦

ε̄ -0.8 12.4 5.2 -1.7 27.3 11.7
ε̄200 85.1 -3.3 31.2 28.1 -1.3 11.6
εmax 189 223.3 262.3 33.4 32.8 40.1

Dβ=150◦

ε̄ 4.8 8.0 4.7 10.9 23.0 13.2
ε̄200 55.2 57.8 18.9 18.6 20.6 7.0
εmax 157.4 95.2 129 35.0 27.3 32.5

Dβ=180◦

ε̄ 15.4 14.3 17.6 29.5 30.4 38.3
ε̄200 105.6 93.8 165.1 26.7 23.2 38.8
εmax 346.8 285.2 457.7 44.0 38.7 58.5

TABLE VI: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32 and initially trained

on D300
train,50).

Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

Dβ=120◦

ε̄ 5.9 6.4 4.3 15.7 20.6 13.7
ε̄200 26.3 -15.3 -7.9 9.9 -5.8 -2.9
εmax 225.0 110.2 -66.5 41.2 19.9 -16.4

Dβ=150◦

ε̄ 5.7 3.1 -0.2 16.4 14.2 -0.7
ε̄200 16.7 – 16.1 6.4 – 6.1
εmax 69.4 18.4 54.0 18.3 9.2 16.1

Dβ=180◦

ε̄ 19.7 10.3 7.5 39.5 34.4 18.6
ε̄200 133.7 25.1 40.3 32.1 8.1 10.0
εmax 327.8 160.1 260.3 49.2 33.8 34.4

TABLE VII: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16 and initially trained
on D300

train,100). In the case of Dβ=150◦ , the traditional ensemble did not make any errors larger than 200 meV/Å with
active learning.

Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

Dβ=120◦

ε̄ 4.2 1.1 -1.4 13.0 4.1 -5.0
ε̄200 -44.9 1.3 75.1 -20.7 0.5 24.8
εmax -215.1 -1.3 226.5 -94.1 -0.3 42.3

Dβ=150◦

ε̄ 3.4 2.5 3.8 12.6 11.5 13.2
ε̄200 -4.5 -11.1 27.6 -2.0 -5.3 11.1
εmax -0.8 -17.1 74.9 -0.3 -7.9 22.4

Dβ=180◦

ε̄ 8.5 8.2 4.0 26.8 27.9 12.4
ε̄200 28.8 59.5 8.9 11.1 18.7 2.6
εmax 62.4 141.1 47.7 18.1 29.6 9.9

TABLE VIII: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on Dβ=120◦ , Dβ=150◦ , and Dβ=180◦ (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32 and initially trained

on D300
train,100).
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Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

D300
test

ε̄ 0 1.1 0.4 0.0 4.0 1.2
ε̄200 -13.2 – 5.7 -5.8 – 2.5
εmax -53.0 62.9 1.1 -21.5 25.7 0.5

D600
test

ε̄ 1.6 4.9 3.2 2.1 7.8 4.7
ε̄200 -2.2 8.9 0.8 -0.8 3.1 0.3
εmax -24.8 89.7 61.4 -1.9 8.5 6.4

D1200
test

ε̄ 5.4 9.3 9.1 2.8 5.3 5.4
ε̄200 -1.5 9.2 4.2 -0.4 2.4 1.1
εmax 59.4 161.6 169.7 2.8 7.8 8.1

Dmixed
test

ε̄ 3.5 4.0 -0.9 3.9 5.8 -1.1
ε̄200 27.3 16.3 10.8 8.5 5.2 3.5
εmax 347.4 132.5 119.7 23.3 11.5 11.4

TABLE IX: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on D300

test, D
600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16, initially trained on
D300

train,50 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for the mixed-temperature test sets). In the case of D300

test,

the traditional ensemble did not make any errors larger than 200 meV/Å with active learning.

Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

D300
test

ε̄ -1.4 0.5 0.8 -4.3 1.8 2.6
ε̄200 -2.6 38.5 -29.6 -1.1 15.9 -13.5
εmax 19.7 63.8 -21.5 7.2 23.8 -9.4

D600
test

ε̄ -1.0 2.9 3.2 -1.5 4.9 5.2
ε̄200 0.6 -0.3 4.6 0.2 0.1 1.7
εmax -122.0 -169.9 -96.3 -14.5 -20.3 -14.6

D1200
test

ε̄ -2.4 10.6 8.9 -1.5 6.7 5.8
ε̄200 -7.5 5.6 10.9 -2.1 1.5 3.1
εmax -152.6 127.3 254.3 -8.0 6.2 12.9

Dmixed
test

ε̄ 1.6 3.4 4.7 2.0 5.2 5.9
ε̄200 9.5 21.5 14.4 3.2 7.0 4.7
εmax 40.5 194.1 -221.5 3.8 18.6 -22.8

TABLE X: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on D300

test, D
600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32, initially trained on
D300

train,50 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,50 for the mixed-temperature test sets).

Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

D300
test

ε̄ 2.0 0.7 -0.1 7.9 4.1 -0.4
ε̄200 – – – – – –
εmax 31.5 -0.6 27.4 15.4 -0.4 16.6

D600
test

ε̄ 6.2 4.0 2.5 11.0 9.7 5.1
ε̄200 14.5 9.5 9.7 5.1 3.5 3.5
εmax 40.5 204.7 174.7 3.9 24.4 20.6

D1200
test

ε̄ 15.8 13.8 7.8 10.7 11.5 6.2
ε̄200 8.7 19.1 9.9 2.4 5.4 2.9
εmax 293.7 114.3 338.8 12.9 6.6 18.0

Dmixed
test

ε̄ 2.7 2.3 2.0 4.3 4.8 3.2
ε̄200 18.0 15.0 13.9 6.3 5.1 4.8
εmax 115.2 268.8 239.8 14.5 29.8 27.0

TABLE XI: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on D300

test, D
600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 16, initially trained on
D300

train,100 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for the mixed-temperature test sets). In the case of

D300
test, none of the methods made any errors larger than 200 meV/Å with active learning.
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Absolute Improvement (meV/Å) Percentage Improvement (%)
GMM Traditional Diverse GMM Traditional Diverse

D300
test

ε̄ 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.7 0.8 -0.4
ε̄200 – – – – – –
εmax 25.7 -0.8 5.9 13.7 -0.6 3.5

D600
test

ε̄ 3.4 2.1 1.6 7.3 5.3 3.5
ε̄200 10.8 -2.3 6.4 3.9 -0.8 2.2
εmax 249.1 -57.3 0.0 32.1 -8.2 0.0

D1200
test

ε̄ 17.0 9.2 7.2 13.7 8.3 6.0
ε̄200 35.1 11.2 6.8 9.9 3.3 6.8
εmax -36.7 36.6 126.0 -2.0 2.0 6.1

Dmixed
test

ε̄ 3.6 5.9 3.7 6.4 12.1 6.0
ε̄200 12.5 21.9 5.2 4.3 7.2 1.8
εmax 235.5 215.8 310.9 22.6 23.3 25.4

TABLE XII: Improvement of ε̄, ε̄200, and εmax with active learning over random sampling for each of the three
methods on D300

test, D
600
test, D

1200
test , and Dmixed

test (for models with hidden feature dimension f = 32, initially trained on
D300

train,100 for the single-temperature test sets and Dmixed
train,100 for the mixed-temperature test sets). In the case of

D300
test, none of the methods made any errors larger than 200 meV/Å with active learning.
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